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Models from Amour-agency®, Escort services FAQ
To maintain our excellent reputation as one of London's and Uk most exclusive and elite escort
agencies and our commitment to customer service, we have compiled a list of Frequently Asked
Questions to assist you, particularly if you're new to hiring escorts.
Likewise, if you are seeking some guidance in becoming a 'girls from Amour agency' escort models,
please check out our Employment Page Guide To Becoming a Model from Amour-agency Amsterdam
escort girl! Please bear in mind that girls from Amour-agency® London's escort agency is a high class
agency only recruiting the finest most refined, elegant and beautiful, London and Uk escort girls and
an interview is required.
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How far in advance do I need to book?
Can you make Interational outcall appointments?
What payment methods do the escorts models accept?
Can I pay using another currency?
Is escort service legal? Am I breaking the law?
Can I book more than one model at a time?
Can my partner and I see an escort model together?
Are the model fees negotiable?
Are the pictures on the models' profile pages genuine?
If I have a special request - is that OK?
What are incalls and outcalls?
Help! My question isn't answered here!

♛ How far in advance do I need to make a reservation?.
You can make a reservation on the same day or as far as a 3 weeks beforehand. ,You can book
online, by email , by phone or chat.
NB Online Bookings will still need to be confirmed on the date. Booking in advance is a good
option to be sure of
securing a date with the escort girl of your choice at the time most convenient to you.
♛ Can you make Interational outcall appointments?
Yes you can make an appointment to visit 'models from Amour-Agency® escorts in any
International city or location of your choice. Any such reservation made in advance will in
require an 550% deposit which may be paid by western union, bank transfer, credit card or
Paypall. You will also be required to provide your name and complete address or hotel details
and the preferred date of your liaison.
Please Note for International appointments we require your full details such as your full name,
phone number, permanent home address or address of the hotel where you shall meet.
♛ What payment methods do the escorts models accept?

You can pay cash, with credit card, pay pall and normal bank transfer. When U choose
to pay true normal bank transfer, we need a payment verification from your bank.
♛ Can I pay using another currency?
Yes, by prior arrangement. Euro and British Sterling is the preferred choice, however we will
always try our best to accept all
other major currencies i.e Euro, Dollars etc. Exchange rate calculation will be at the discretion
of the admin arranging
your date and a 8% surcharge is also added for exchange commission.
♛ Is escort service legal? Am I breaking the law?
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Yes escort service is legal, and no, you're definitely not breaking the law. We are simply
introducing you to individuals who
take payment in exchange for spending their time with you. What the models do when they
are with you is their business
and yours - it's nothing to do with us. As for you, as long as you don't pay anyone under the
age of 18 to be an escort
for yourself, you're fine. All our models are assuredly over age and have provided us with
documented proof of their age and nationality.
♛ Can I book more than one model at a time?
Of course. Not all of our models offer this service, but those that do have a note to that effect
on their own profile page,
along with information about their preferred partners.
♛ Can my partner and I see an escort model together?
Yes, some of our models enjoy meeting couples as well as singles! However not all models are
so open minded, so it would be very helpful to inform us prior to booking that you wish to
include a 3 party so that we can ensure your selected escort model is happy with the
arrangements. Often there may be an additional charge, the amount is at the escorts
discretion.
♛ Are the model fees negotiable?
No Sorry, they are not negotiable. The models we represent are professional services. They
use their assets and skills
in the same way your lawyer or accountant does. The only circumstances under which
negotiation might take place is if
you were taking one of our escorts out for a longer period than is listed on her scale of fees.
In such a situation we
would expect to discuss the price with you.
♛ Are the pictures on the models' profile pages genuine?
They are all absolutely genuine. Some escort company's will fob you off with fake pictures we don't.
We have a policy of always meeting our models individually to ensure their pictures are
genuine. All our galleries show
the genuine photos of our London and international escorts, so if the girl you meet isn't the
girl you were expecting
there can be no arguments. We respect our clients, we don't cheat them.
♛ If I have a special request - is that OK?
We're quite happy to pass on our client's requests to our models. If it's fairly simple "Could she bring a girlfriend?" "Can she wear a black dress and stockings?"- we might be able
to help you on the spot.
Otherwise, we're not able to enter into negotiation about the personal services you may
receive during your
outcall experience. That's down to you and her. We are, however, quite content to pass on
special requests.
♛ What are incalls and outcalls?
If you book an model for an outcall appointment, she will visit you - sometimes in your home,
but more usually in your hotel room. Please bear in mind that some of our london escorts only
travel to hotels and houses and may only be available for outcalls.
For an incall, you visit our models in there London apartment or If you require an International
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appointment you can visit them in their city of residence.
Outcall appointments tend to be a little longer than in calls, because our clients often like to
take their escort models for dinner, or to a show, concert, corporate event or even club. The
minimum booking is for one hour and beyond that, you can hire a Girls from Paradise escort
girl for as long as you like, mainly all day or even for the week.
♛ Help! My question isn't answered here!
Not a problem: we're committed to the highest possible level of customer service. Contact Us
and we'll do our best to answer your question!

We hope we have already clarified some obscurities in advance. Furthermore, please do only send
serious requests, otherwise they won't be processed.
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